Aren’t we all photographers? Won’t we all photograph for the rest of our lives? This is the digital age, making the darkroom experience that much more important! Hands-on! “High-touch” as opposed to high-tech! Wouldn’t it be nice to just once have the opportunity to make your own images from the scratch and not rely on a computer to make them for you? You are encouraged to sign up for darkroom photography, which continues to be offered at CSI while other Colleges and Universities have closed their doors on their darkrooms. As you put a blank piece of paper into developer, watch the latent image come to life while listening to music & enjoying some new photo friends. You are encouraged to learn what else photography is while you learn how to better your craft. Come experience the rare opportunity of darkroom photography to see what you can create!

ART 251           INTRO DARKROOM PHOTOGRAPHY         SPRING 2013 SEMESTER
3:30p.m.–5:50p.m.  M/W        &      7p.m.–9:20p.m.  M/W